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F/7/7 2, 
t/3 
D R A F T J L U C 
The Editor, 
•The Advertiser1. 121 King William Street, 
ADELAIDE. 5000 
Dear Sir, 
Claims have been voiced in your columns that the section 
of the legislation increasing customer protection in real 
estate dealings on land brokers is unnecessary as no complaints 
have ever been made, in fact there have been very many over 
the years as M,P»s, solicitors, and the Prices Commissioner 
can testify, 
To cite just a fewt 
• One person agreed and negotiated with an acquaintance to 
buy his house for $10,000 without the intervention of an 
agent. They went to an agent's office to have the documents 
prepared* The broker*s settlement statement included not 
only the brokers fees which were payable to the employer 
land agent but also a charge of $380 agent's commission. 
It was only subsequently that the parties found out that this 
commission charge was completely unjustified as the agent had 
not brought about the sale. The broker permitted thie 
completely unjustified charge to be made, 
» In a similar case a tenant agreed to purchase his landlord's 
premises for $11,950* Again they went to a land agent'e 
office to have the documents prepared!and finance arranged. 
Again the land broker» who was an emp^oy^e of the land agent, 
' i x ' 
prepared settlement statements deducting!1 $518 as agent*s 
' / 
commission in addition to $180 fees [JlfQx preparing the 
documents, and again completely/tinjjustifi'ed. 
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• A young couple buying a house through an agent declined 
to sign a clause in the contract appointing the agent's 
employee as land broker as they had a relative who was 
a solicitor and who would do it without charge. The agent 
insisted that the documents be prepared by his own broker 
and said that the charge would be confined to $30, In 
fact the charge was more than $30 and the young couple 
objected to payment. The land broker, an employetfbf the 
land agent, then threatened to cancel the contract and 
bring about the forfeiture of the $2,000 deposit. He could 
not do so but it was an attempt to overawe the young couple 
into paying the fee. 
• A purchaser buying forty acres of land was referred by 
the agent to his own employee as land broker. The broker 
made no mention of the desirability of a survey prior to 
settlement, but the purchaser, suggested that it should be 
done. Neither the agent nor broker did anything to obtain 
one. The purchaser finally consulted a solicitor who 
insisted on the survey which disclosed that the fences were 
on the wrong land and that the purchaser would have been 
exposed to very substantial expense.7 
There are plenty of other examples but those above surely 
illustrate the very great need for brokers tb be independent of 
land agents as part of an overall Bill which is designed to give 
the South Australian public the best possible protection 
consistent with preserving the cost economies inherent in the 
present South Australian system. 
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